Abstract

Anomalies are deviations from Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH), one of the primary areas of research in the field of financial economics. The paper aims to examine the presence of one such deviation—the post-earnings-announcement-drift (PEAD) anomaly—in the Indian stock market over the period 2002 to 2017. Examining the PEAD anomaly appears to be an under-researched area for India, one of the fastest growing major economies of the world. Cross-sectional Fama and MacBeth [1] regression and paired t-test are the tools employed for the analysis. The results exhibit statistically significant PEAD and the findings are robust to sub-period analysis. The anomaly persists even after accounting for other variables—beta, market capitalization, price-to-book ratio (P/B ratio), illiquidity and idiosyncratic volatility. While regulators can employ the findings as input to meet their aim of achieving market efficiency, traders and investors can design their strategies to exploit the anomalous behavior.
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1. Introduction

Efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is argued to be “one of the most hotly contested propositions in all the social sciences” [2]. It is defined as “the notion that stocks already reflect all available information” [3]. Depending upon the scope of “information”, efficiency has three forms. The focus of this study is the semi-strong form of market efficiency, wherein “information” envelops all the
publicly available data. According to Bodie et al. [3], “The semi-strong-form hypothesis states that all publicly available information regarding the prospects of a firm must be reflected already in the stock price”. Thus, if a market is semi-strong form efficient, the stock prices fully reflect all the publicly available data. As earnings announcement is a publicly available information, the semi-strong form of market efficiency implies that its content should be immediately incorporated in stock prices [4]. Any delay in its incorporation or the ability to predict the direction of stock price movement based on this information is, therefore, an evidence against semi-strong form of efficiency. The post-earnings-announcement-drift (PEAD), therefore, qualifies as an anomaly because its presence signifies market inefficiency. The tendency of stock prices to drift (over time) in the direction of earnings surprise post the announcement of earnings is termed as PEAD anomaly. If the element of surprise in the announced earnings is positive in magnitude, the stock prices drift positively and vice versa. This, in turn, implies that based on the magnitude of earnings surprise, the direction of price drift can be predicted.

While genesis of the anomaly dates back to roughly half a century (it was first reported by Ball and Brown [5]), its investigation for the Indian stock market remains an under-researched area. As Truong [6] puts it, “Strong growth in the Asia-Pacific economies and financial markets has created a rising tide of research focusing on this region. Despite this surge, investigations of PEAD for this region still remains relatively dormant”. Indian stock market is one of the favorite destinations in the Asia-Pacific region. In September 2016, an article in The Economic Times [7] stated that Jamie Dimon, Chairman of JPMorgan, identified Indian economy as the “sole bright spot” in the ongoing period of global uncertainty. Hiremath [8] stated that the importance of Indian stock market was growing at the global level which was evident from its rising market capitalization to gross domestic product (GDP) ratio and its rising integration with the world economy. Referring to the S&P Fact Book, Hiremath [8] stated that the Indian stock markets had the highest number of listed companies in the world. National Stock Exchange (NSE) [9] stated, “Following the implementation of reforms in the securities industry in the past few years, Indian stock markets have stood out in the global ranking”.

This paper thus aims to address this “relatively dormant” area and investigate the PEAD effect in the Indian stock market, one of the most important emerging markets at the global level and specifically at Asia-Pacific level.

2. Literature Review

Ever since the discovery of the anomaly by Ball and Brown [5] in context of the US stock market, evidences in support of its presence have been reported by Rendleman Jr., et al. [10], Foster et al. [11], Bernard and Thomas [12], Bhushan [13], Zhang [14] for US; Liu et al. [15] for the UK; Forner et al. [16] for Spain; Sen [17], Sehgal and Bijoy [18] for India; Chudek et al. [19] for Canada; Truong
Studies which did not report the presence of SUE effect include Reinganum [22] for US; Sharma and Chander [23] for India. Truong [6] presents a decent review of significant works on this anomaly across different stock markets globally. Apart from country level studies, literature survey on the anomaly has been authored by Ball [24]. In literature, the PEAD anomaly has also been referred to as the standardized unexpected earnings (SUE effect) or the earnings momentum anomaly or the earnings surprise anomaly.

While majority of the studies agree on presence of robust PEAD anomaly for different markets, they fail to agree on probable explanations. Various reasons have been proposed in literature for explaining the presence of PEAD phenomenon. Bernard and Thomas [12] explored the possibility of each of the arguments put forth in literature to identify the most suitable reason.

Number of papers calculated earnings surprise based on asset pricing models: Ball [24] argued that the PEAD anomaly was a result of either incompleteness of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) or its inappropriate implementation, the former being a more possible explanation. On the contrary, Rendleman Jr., et al. [10] reported that risk adjustment was of little significance while analyzing the SUE effect. Foster et al. [11] contended that the phenomenon was evident only for a subset of models employed for calculating expected earnings. The authors also contended that earnings forecast error exhibited high collinearity with the firm size. Kim and Kim [25] supported the argument of model misspecification, whereas Bernard and Thomas [12] and Bernard and Seyhun [26] did not find evidence to support the same. Bartov [27] contended that the anomaly was caused because the market failed to incorporate the time-series properties of earnings correctly while estimating expected earnings.

Another class of researchers attributed this phenomenon to delayed response. The delay, further, was manifested into different forms. Bhushan [13] argued that a significant proportion of drift was due to transactions costs—the author reported that the PEAD was inversely related to direct and indirect trading cost (proxy share price and dollar trading volume, respectively) and these relationships also captured the inverse relationship between PEAD and firm size. Transaction costs as probable explanation had also been supported by Asthana [28], Ng et al. [29] and Chordia et al. [30]. Chordia et al. [30] reported that the anomaly was primarily limited to highly illiquid stocks. Bernard and Thomas [12] reported that while transaction costs could not be fully justified as probable explanation, delayed price response on part of traders seemed a viable explanation. Hirshleifer et al. [31] contended that the delayed response was caused by investor distraction hypothesis—investors got distracted by a large number of earnings announcement from several firms, which led to delayed response. Investor inattention as possible explanation had been argued by Dellavigna and Pollet [32]. Limits to arbitrage as a possible explanation had been supported by Chung and Hrazdil [33]. Jones and Litzenberger [34] believed that upon earnings announcement, a positive earnings surprise aroused interest of professional
investors in the stocks, which led to positive drift and the drift persisted because
the positive outlook gradually disseminated in general investors. Zhang [14] ar-
Aberg that lack of responsiveness on part of stock analysts contributed towards
PEAD anomaly. The author reported that the more promptly analysts revised
their forecasts for future earnings to incorporate new information, the lesser was
PEAD. Chordia and Shivakumar [35] and Basu et al. [36] contended that in-
complete assimilation of macroeconomic information (especially inflation) by
analysts and investors while forecasting earnings could partially explain the
phenomenon. Asthana [28] and Fricke et al. [37] contended that the phenome-
non was a result of information asymmetry and timelier information dissemin a-
tion to larger mass could reduce the anomaly.

The PEAD phenomenon is often termed as the “granddaddy” in the context of
anomalies and is also believed to be one of the most researched accounting
anomalies [19]. As already stated, the paper aims to test this anomaly in the
less-researched Indian stock market.

3. Objective, Data and Methodology

The objective of the paper is to test the presence of PEAD anomaly in the Indian
stock market. The scope of the study is Nifty 500 companies and the study
stretches over a period of 2002 (quarter 4) to 2017 (quarter 3). The date of sam-
ple selection is 31 March 2014. The data sources employed are Ace Equity®, Re-
serve Bank of India website and websites of companies.

The methodology can be summarized in a series of steps as defined below:

Step 1: Every quarter, stocks are sorted on the basis of SUE, and divided into
10 portfolios.

Standardized unexpected earnings is defined as the unexpected earnings
standardized using a suitable variable. Unexpected earnings is the difference
between actual earnings announced by a firm and the earnings that they were
expected to announce.

In this study, the actual earnings of a firm announced in the same quarter last
fiscal is taken as the proxy for the expected earnings every quarter. Similar proxy
has been chosen in literature by Livnat and Mendenhall [38], Shivakumar [39],
Chudek et al. [19], Truong [6], Cao and Narayamoorthy [40] and Zhang et al.
[41]. Stock price has been taken as the scaling variable, which is also the scaling
variable in studies by Livnat and Mendenhall [38], Chudek et al. [19], Truong
(2011) [6] and Hung et al. [42]. Classification into 10 portfolios based on SUE
has also been adopted by Foster et al. [11].

Thus, SUE can be represented mathematically as follows:

\[ SUE_{i,e} = \frac{EPS_{i,e} - EPS_{i,e-4}}{P_{i,e}} \]  

Here,

- \( SUE_{i,e} \) is the SUE of stock \( i \) relative to earnings announcement \( e \);
- \( EPS_{i,e} \) is the earnings per share of stock \( i \) in the announcement \( e \);
In this study, following Hung et al. [42], stock price at least 6 but not more than 12 days before the earnings announcement is employed. Portfolios are created using decile values as the break-points. Out of the valid records, 1 per cent of the cases are trimmed from both the extremes to exclude outliers. Trimming as a tool has been supported by Fabozzi et al. [43].

**Step 2:** Every quarter, PEAD is calculated for every stock, and then averaged across stocks of each portfolio.

PEAD is measured as the buy-and-hold return on a stock in excess of buy-and-hold return on the proxy for market portfolio over the same period. This measure has been adopted in literature by Chudek et al. [19], Truong [6] and Hung et al. [42]. In terms of equation, PEAD can be presented as follows:

\[
PEAD_{i,e} = \prod_{t=1}^{64} \left( 1 + R_{i,e,t} \right) - \prod_{t=2}^{64} \left( 1 + R_{m,e,t} \right)
\]

Here,

- \( PEAD_{i,e} \) is the PEAD for stock \( i \) relative to earnings announcement \( e \);
- \( R_{i,e,t} \) is the return on stock \( i \) relative to earnings announcement \( e \) at time \( t \);
- \( R_{m,e,t} \) is the return on proxy of market portfolio relative to respective stock’s earnings announcement \( e \) at time \( t \).

Following Hung et al. [42], buy-and-hold return is calculated over a period of day +2 to +64 relative to earnings announcement. Referring to work of Berkman and Truong [6] on the US market that suggested calculation of PEAD from day +2 to avoid contemporaneous stock price reaction, Truong [6] followed the practice for other market as a conservative approach. Only the stocks that possess at least 44 non-zero returns figure during day +2 to +64 form part of the analysis. This practice is adopted from the work of Hung et al. [42]. Out of the valid records, 1 per cent of the cases are trimmed from both the extremes to exclude outliers.

**Step 3:** The PEAD on extreme portfolios are compared to see if they are statistically different in magnitude.

For every portfolio, Step 1 and 2 lead to time-series of quarterly PEADs. To test if the differences in average PEAD across portfolios are statistically significant, the PEAD on extreme portfolios are compared using paired t-test. A statistically significant difference would indicate that the magnitude of PEAD is not equal across portfolios of stocks with varying magnitude of SUE.

**Step 4:** Regressing PEAD on SUE: To test if the long-short investment strategy involving extreme portfolios generate statistically significant returns, PEAD is regressed on coded SUE measure.

Every quarter, SUEs for individual stocks are ranked on the basis of their magnitude and then converted into codes ranging from 0 to 1. The codes are further modified by subtracting 0.5 from each of them, resulting into a modified code ranging from −0.5 to 0.5. Using the modified codes thus obtained, Fama and MacBeth [1] regression is applied: PEAD is regressed on the coded SUEs.
The practice of modified coding is adopted in literature by Chudek et al. [19] and Truong [6]. The authors contend that coding from 0 to 1 resolves the problems of potential non-linearity in the PEAD-SUE relation. Further, modifying the codes to the range of −0.5 to 0.5 has following implications: Every quarter, the stock with the median SUE would be coded close to zero. Therefore, the intercept of the regression would exhibit the average PEAD earned by the median placed stock. Further, the gradient (or the SUE coefficient) would exhibit the difference between average PEAD earned by the highest and the lowest placed stocks.

Following literature [6] [19], Fama and MacBeth regression [1] is employed. The process is defined as follows—the regression is applied separately for every quarter at the stock level data. The coefficients thus obtained every quarter are then averaged over the study period to obtain one final coefficient for the entire exercise. The equation employed is:

\[
P_{EAD_i} = \omega_0 + \omega_1 S_{UE_i} + u_i
\]

Here, 
\(P_{EAD_i}\) is the PEAD for stock \(i\); 
\(\omega_0\) and \(\omega_1\) are regression coefficients (intercept and gradient respectively); 
\(S_{UE_i}\) is the SUE for stock \(i\).

The SUE coefficient represents the average PEAD earned by going long on the highest SUE generating stocks and going short on the lowest SUE generating stocks. Statistically significant coefficient implies that such investment strategy would generate significant returns in statistical sense.

The t-statistic is computed using the following formula:

\[
t - \text{statistic} = \frac{\text{average coefficient}}{\left(\frac{\text{standard deviation of coefficients}}{\sqrt{\text{number of coefficients}}}\right)}
\]

The denominator employed in the equation is also termed as the standard error.

**Step 5:** To test if the SUE anomaly is statistically affected by the inclusion of other variables under study, PEAD is regressed on coded SUE with additional explanatory variables in the model.

Other variables treated as control variables include the following:

**Beta** It is estimated using market model on data of 250 days prior to earnings announcement. Same practice is adopted in literature by Hung et al. [42]. The model is as defined below:

\[
R_{it} - R_f = \alpha_i + \beta_i \left( R_{mt} - R_f \right) + u_{it}
\]

Here, 
\(R_{it} - R_f\) is the excess return for stock \(i\) at time \(t\); 
\(R_t\) is the return on stock \(i\) at time \(t\); 
\(R_f\) is the return on proxy for risk-free security at time \(t\). 91-day Treasury bills are chosen as the risk-free security and their yields are employed as the measure of risk-free returns;
\[ \alpha_i \] and \[ \beta_i \] are the regression coefficient (intercept and gradient respectively);

\[ R_{mt} - R_{ft} \] is the market risk premium. It measures excess return on proxy for market portfolio at time \( t \);

\[ R_{mt} \] is the return on market portfolio at time \( t \). Nifty 500 index is chosen as the proxy for market portfolio and its returns are deemed to be returns on market portfolio;

\( u_{it} \) is the residual/error/disturbance term.

**Size** Market capitalization is chosen as the measure of size. It is defined as the product of closing prices and number of shares outstanding. Same practice is adopted in literature by Truong [6] and Hung et al. [42]. The measure is estimated as follows:

\[
\text{Market capitalization} = \left( \frac{\text{Equity paid-up}}{\text{Face value}} \right) \times \text{Close price}
\]  

(6)

Market capitalization is computed every year at September-end and is assumed to remain constant for one year. It is based on number of paid-up equity shares as at March-end and closing prices as at September-end of the same year. It is customary in literature to employ six months gap between fiscal year-end and computation of variables [44] [45] [46]. This is to avoid look-ahead bias and ensure that the variables are known at the time of computation.

**Value** The ratio of market price to book value (P/B ratio) is chosen as the measure of value. Same practice is adopted in literature by Truong [6] and Hung et al. [42]. Only the records with positive adjusted book values are considered. The employed formula is as follows:

\[
\frac{P}{B} = \left( \frac{\text{Close price}}{\frac{\text{Book value}}{\text{Equity paid-up}}} \right) \times \frac{\text{Face value}}{\text{Close price}}
\]

(7)

Here, book value is defined as equity paid-up + reserves and surplus – revaluation reserve – miscellaneous expenses not written-off. Analogous to the approach adopted for computation of market capitalization, P/B ratio is computed every year at September-end and is assumed to remain constant for one year. All the input values are as at March-end every year.

**Liquidity** Amihud [49] illiquidity measure (AI) is chosen as the proxy for liquidity. It is estimated over a period of –252 to –2 days relative to earnings announcement. Same practice is adopted in literature by Hung et al. [42]. It is defined as the average ratio of daily absolute returns to the daily trading volume in terms of Indian National Rupee (INR). It measures the change in price for each unit of change in rupee trading volume. A higher AI value would represent more illiquidity. The measure can be represented mathematically by the following equation:

\[ \text{AI} = \frac{\text{Average ratio of daily absolute returns to daily trading volume}}{\text{INR}} \]

The look-ahead bias occurs when the researcher uses data not yet available to the investor, i.e., using December net income in January when it is not available to investors until several months later” [47]. Jacobs and Levy (1988) [48] attributed this bias to announcement lags.
Here,
\( AI_{i,t} \) is illiquidity for stock \( i \) during time \( t \);
\( D_{i,t} \) is number of days with available trading data for stock \( i \) during time \( t \);
\( R_{t,i,d} \) is the return on stock \( i \) on day \( d \) of time \( t \);
\( RVOL_{t,i,d} \) is the trading volume (in terms of INR) of stock \( i \) on day \( d \) of time \( t \).

**Arbitrage risk:** Idiosyncratic volatility is chosen as the proxy for arbitrage risk. It is calculated as the standard deviation of the residuals from the market model. Similar to the practice employed by Hung et al. [42], the model is estimated using data from −252 to −2 days.

For each control variable, 1 per cent of the overall valid cases are trimmed from both the extremes to exclude outliers. Similar to the approach adopted under the SUE effect anomaly, the control variables are also converted into modified codes ranging from −0.5 to 0.5.

Using the modified codes thus obtained, Fama and MacBeth [1] regression is applied: PEAD is regressed on the coded SUEs and other coded explanatory variables. The regression is applied separately for every quarter at the stock level data. The coefficients thus obtained every quarter are then averaged over the study period to obtain one final coefficient for the entire exercise. The equation employed is:

\[
PEAD_i = \omega_0 + \omega_1 SUE_{i,Beta} + \omega_2 (SUE_{i,Beta} \times SUE_{i,Size}) + \omega_3 (SUE_{i,Beta} \times SUE_{i,Value}) + \omega_4 (SUE_{i,Beta} \times SUE_{i,Illiquidity}) + \omega_5 (SUE_{i,Beta} \times Arbitrage\ risk) + u_i
\]

(9)

Here, \( \omega_1 \) to \( \omega_5 \) are regression coefficients (gradients)

\( (SUE_{i,Beta}), (SUE_{i,Size}), (SUE_{i,Value}), (SUE_{i,Illiquidity}), \) and \( (SUE_{i,Arbitrage\ risk}) \) are interaction variables for stock \( i \) derived from interaction of SUE with the control variables.

The coefficients of interaction variables exhibit incremental contribution of control variables on the PEAD-SUE relation. For example, \( \omega_3 \) represents the difference between PEAD generated by stocks with the extreme SUE codes, when only the stocks with extreme beta codes are considered. Similar interpretation is applicable for coefficients of other interaction variables. Statistically significant coefficient of any interaction variable implies that PEAD-SUE relation varies significantly for the underlying control variable. For example, statistically significant \( \omega_3 \) would imply that the PEAD-SUE relation is significantly different for stocks with different betas. In other words, beta has incremental effect on PEAD-SUE relation. Similar interpretation is applicable for coefficients of other interaction variables.

**Robustness test:**
Sub-period analysis is undertaken as a test for robustness. The study period is divided into two sub-periods and tests are re-employed on each sub-period. 2008
has been chosen as the year for splitting data. The rationale behind choosing this year is that it is considered as the year of world financial crisis [50]. NSE [9] also defined 2008 as the year of global financial crisis. Similar to the approach adopted for this study, October 2008 has also been chosen as the breakpoint by Minovic and Zivkovic [51]. The selection would serve two purposes. Apart from testing the robustness, the analysis would also highlight the impact of the crisis on the Indian stock market.

The method of sub-period analysis as a tool for robustness test has been adopted in literature by Jiang [52], Lam and Tam [53], Truong [6] and Assefa and Mollick [50]. It has been employed as a tool to compare the before-and-after situation by Yang [54]. Batten and Vo [55] stated that the level of global market integration changed over time and was likely to be affected by events such as global financial crisis. The level of global market integration could, in turn, define the benefits of international diversification and thus affect the level of premiums that the investors expected to earn for risk factors. Thus, there is a fair possibility of difference in the expectations of the investors in the two sub-periods.

4. Analysis

Table 1 summarizes the time series averages of PEAD earned by SUE sorted portfolios. Portfolio P1 represents firms with the lowest SUE while P10 represents firms with the highest SUE. The magnitude of SUE increases as one moves from P1 to P10. Figure 1 graphically presents the information contained in Table 1. For the study period as a whole, there appears a positive association between PEAD and SUE. With an increase in SUE, the drift also increases. For portfolio P1, the average drift is −0.014, which for portfolio P10 is 0.034. The difference of 0.048 is statistically significant at 1 per cent level. For sub-period 1 of the study, the positive relation between SUE and PEAD persists. P1 generates an average PEAD of −0.027, while P10 generates 0.030—the difference, 0.057, being statistically significant at 1 per cent level. For sub-period 2 of the study as well, there exists a positive relation between PEAD and SUE. On an average, P1 generates PEAD of −0.005, while P10 generates PEAD of 0.037. Yet again, the difference of 0.042 is statistically significant at 1 per cent level. Thus, overall, there is a positive relation between SUE and PEAD in the Indian stock market. Moreover, the relation is robust to changing the period of study. Significant positive relation is reported for all the three study periods under consideration.

Giving further credence to the findings of Table 1, Table 2 (columns II and III) exhibits that for all the three study periods, regressing PEAD on coded SUE generates statistically significant slope coefficients. For the whole study period, the value is 0.06. While it is 0.07 for sub-period 1, it is 0.05 for sub-period 2. All the three are statistically significant at 1 per cent level. This implies that during all the study periods, the investment strategy of going long on the stocks with the highest SUE codes and going short on the stocks with the lowest SUE codes...
Table 1. Time series average of PEAD on SUE sorted portfolios (2002-2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUE sorted portfolios</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
<th>P9</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>P1 - P10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002Q4-2017Q3</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.048***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002Q4-2008Q3</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.057***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008Q4-2017Q3</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.042***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***signifies significance at 1 per cent level; figures in brackets exhibit negative numbers.

Table 2. Regression of PEAD on SUE and control variables (2002-2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>t-Statistic</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td>t-Statistic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2002 October-2017 September

| Intercept  | 0.01**     | 2.24         | 0.01**      | 2.46       |
| SUE        | 0.06***    | 7.80         | 0.05***     | 6.17       |
| SUE X Beta | (0.05)*    | (1.66)       |             |            |
| SUE X Size | (0.05)     | (1.17)       |             |            |
| SUE X Value| 0.07***    | 3.16         |             |            |
| SUE X Illiquidity | 0.06       | 1.27         |             |            |
| SUE X Arbitrage risk | 0.04       | 1.01         |             |            |

2002 October-2008 September

| Intercept  | 0.01      | 0.70         | 0.01        | 1.12       |
| SUE        | 0.07***   | 5.30         | 0.06***     | 3.62       |
| SUE X Beta | (0.15)**  | (2.60)       |             |            |
| SUE X Size | (0.03)    | (0.30)       |             |            |
| SUE X Value| 0.13**    | 2.87         |             |            |
| SUE X Illiquidity | 0.13       | 1.25         |             |            |
| SUE X Arbitrage risk | 0.11       | 1.38         |             |            |

2008 October-2017 September

| Intercept  | 0.02**    | 2.41         | 0.02**      | 2.29       |
| SUE        | 0.05***   | 6.06         | 0.04***     | 5.93       |
| SUE X Beta | 0.02      | 0.57         |             |            |
| SUE X Size | (0.06)**  | (2.21)       |             |            |
| SUE X Value| 0.03      | 1.62         |             |            |
| SUE X Illiquidity | 0.01      | 0.37         |             |            |
| SUE X Arbitrage risk | (0.01)    | (0.39)       |             |            |

Note: Figures in brackets exhibit negative numbers. ***depicts significance at 1% level, **depicts significance at 5% level, *depicts significance at 10% level.

generates statistically significant returns. For the whole study period, the stocks with the highest coded SUEs generate 6 per cent higher PEAD than the stocks with the lowest coded SUEs over 64 days post the announcement. The corresponding figures for sub-period 1 and sub-period 2 are 7 per cent and 5 per cent respectively. The intercept for the whole study period is 0.01, which is
Figure 1. Time series average of PEAD on SUE sorted portfolios (2002-2017). The figure exhibits the average PEAD generated by 10 SUE sorted portfolios for the three study periods under consideration (2002-2017, 2002-2008 and 2008-2017). The horizontal axis represents 10 portfolios—P1 is the portfolios with the lowest SUE stocks and P10 is the portfolio with the highest SUE stocks. SUE rises from P1 to P10. The vertical axis represents the average PEAD. It ranges from −0.027 to 0.037.

Table 2 (columns IV and V) also reports the impact on SUE on introduction of other variables. The columns report the results for regressing PEAD on coded SUE and other control variables. As is evident, the control variables employed in the regression are interaction variables. For the whole study period, referring to columns IV and V, the intercept term, 0.01, is statistically significant at 5 per cent level. This implies that the stocks with median coded SUE codes (close to zero) also earn statistically significant PEAD of 1 per cent. Though the intercept in sub-period 1 is also 0.01, it is statistically insignificant. This implies that during sub-period 1, stocks with coded SUE close to zero did not earn PEAD statistically different from zero. However, the intercept becomes statistically significant during sub-period 2—with a value of 0.02, it is significant at 5 per cent level.

Table 2 (columns IV and V) also reports the impact on SUE on introduction of other variables. The columns report the results for regressing PEAD on coded SUE and other control variables. As is evident, the control variables employed in the regression are interaction variables. For the whole study period, referring to columns IV and V, the intercept term, 0.01, is statistically significant at 5 per cent level. This implies that the stocks with median coded SUE codes (close to zero) also earn statistically significant PEAD of 1 per cent. Though the intercept in sub-period 1 is also 0.01, it is statistically insignificant. This implies that during sub-period 1, stocks with coded SUE close to zero did not earn PEAD statistically different from zero. However, the intercept becomes statistically significant during sub-period 2—with a value of 0.02, it is significant at 5 per cent level.
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The findings and interpretations are almost similar in sub-period 1 of the study. Unlike the whole study period, the intercept is statistically insignificant. However, similar to the findings of whole study period, coefficients of both SUE (0.06) and SUE X Value (0.13) are statistically significant. SUE X Beta records a coefficient of −0.15, which is statistically stronger than for the whole study period (significant at 5 per cent level).

The findings of sub-period 2 are relatively different from the other two periods under study. While the coefficient of SUE (0.04), similar to other two study periods, is significant at 1 per cent level and the period exhibits a statistically significant intercept of 0.02 (significant at 5 per cent), the behavior of interaction variables vary. SUE X Size exhibits a statistically significant coefficient of −0.06 (significant at 5 per cent). This implies that the difference between PEAD observed for stocks with high coded SUE and low coded SUE is 6 per cent higher in stocks with low coded size than in stocks with high coded size. None of the other control variables generate statistically significant coefficients.

Thus, overall, the SUE effect is significant and is robust across sub-periods. While the interaction variable SUE X Value and SUE X Beta are significant in whole study period and sub-period 1, SUE X Size becomes significant in sub-period 2. None of the other interaction variables exhibit statistical significance in enhancing the SUE effect.

5. Findings

For the SUE sorted portfolios, paired t-test reveals that the returns generated by the portfolio with the highest negative drifts (which are negative) are statistically lower than the returns generated by the portfolio with the highest positive drifts (which are positive). Overall, across the 10 portfolios, a positive association between the magnitude and sign of SUE and drift is evident. The relationship is robust to sub-period analysis, as similar results are evident during both the sub-periods under study. These findings reveal the presence of robust PEAD anomaly in the Indian stock market. The findings are similar to those reported for other countries—Canada [19], China [6], Greece [21], South Africa [20], Spain [16] and UK [15]. For the Indian stock market, similar findings are reported by Sen [17] and Sehgal and Bijoy [18]. This study provides an update on the anomaly employing more recent and longer study period.

On regressing PEAD on SUE, the coefficient exhibits a value of 0.06, which implies that the investment strategy of going long on the stocks with the highest SUE codes and going short on the stocks with the lowest SUE codes generates statistically significant returns of 6 per cent during 64 days post the earnings announcement. In literature, for similar analysis, the reported results are 4.11 per cent in Chinese stock market [6] and 6 per cent in Canadian stock market [19]. This is perhaps an indication that the magnitude of drift observed in Canada is almost similar to that observed in India. On the other hand, though the anomaly is reported in Chinese stock market, the magnitude is lesser than in In-
dian market. International investors can find this information useful to choose their investment destination. By adopting the same investment strategy, investors can probably reap higher returns in India (and Canada) than in China.

Even after introduction of other control variables in the regression model, the significance of SUE effect remains. This is similar to the findings reported by Truong [6] who reported that this phenomenon was not a manifestation of relation between returns and other variables (employed as control variables in the study).

For the overall study period, the PEAD effect is enhanced in stocks with higher P/B ratios and the effect decreases with increase in beta. The findings are similar during the period 2002-2008. However, period 2008-2017 reveals that the anomaly is enhanced for stocks with lower market capitalization. That magnitude of PEAD varies between value and growth stocks has been highlighted by Yan and Zhao [56]. Inverse relationship between size and PEAD has also been highlighted by Bernard and Thomas [12], Bhushan [13] and Swart and Hoffman [20].

The study has important implications for investors and regulators.

Implication for investors: Bodie et al. [3] stated, “… even in environments as competitive as the financial markets, we may observe only near-efficiency, and profit opportunities may exist for especially diligent and creative investors”. Investors can benefit from the findings by designing their investment strategies taking into consideration the PEAD anomaly. An investor would do well if she/he purchases the stocks with extreme positive standardized unexpected earnings and short sells the stocks with extreme negative SUEs, hold them for 64 days and square off their positions at the end of the period.

Implication for regulators: Policy makers and regulators are interested in knowing the anomalous areas operating in the stock markets. The National Stock Exchange (NSE) [9] stated that the regulatory bodies in India had, as one of the objectives, to maintain fair, transparent and efficient markets. Jaisinghani [57] stated that it was desirable for regulators to learn if there were certain market microstructures or regulatory inefficiencies that drove anomalies so that necessary actions could be taken to improve market efficiency. By providing an update on the PEAD anomaly, this study aids the regulators in identifying an area that they might need to concentrate their efforts on.

6. Conclusions

Over a period of 2002 to 2017, the paper studies the Indian stock market and reports the presence of statistically significant PEAD anomaly—the stocks with negative earnings surprise drift negatively and the ones with positive earnings surprise drift positively during the span of 64 days post the announcement of earnings. The anomaly is robust to inclusion of other variables (viz., beta, market capitalization, P/B ratio, illiquidity and idiosyncratic volatility) and to sub-period analysis. While the presence of anomaly had been reported in litera-
ture for other countries, the study adds the evidence for the Indian stock market. Thus, by providing an input for possible investment window and exhibiting evidence of corroborative returns, the paper is able to provide a possible investment strategy to investors looking to exploit the PEAD anomaly in India. On the other hand, for market regulators, the findings can act as inputs to know the current state of market efficiency and thereby design their strategy accordingly to achieve higher level of efficiency.

While the article endeavors to address the dearth in literature by studying the PEAD anomaly in the Indian stock market, it has its limitations which pave the path for future research directions. First, the article is based on the constituent companies of Nifty 500 index. While the companies fairly represent the Indian stock market\(^1\), they are by no means exhaustive and a more comprehensive study can be undertaken incorporating broader base of companies. Further, while this article analyses the drift over a period of 64 days post the earnings announcement, analyses can be conducted for other durations as well.
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